Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Several astrophysical observations (cf. for example supernovae type Ia \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\], cosmic microwave background \[[@CR3]\], large scale structure \[[@CR4]\], etc.) have confirmed that the universe is undergoing a state of accelerated expansion if homogeneity and isotropy are assumed on large scales. In addition, those experiments indicate that the matter content (i.e., the total mass-energy) of the universe, leading this accelerated expansion, must contain an exotic energy which is characterised with a sufficiently negative pressure. Dark energy (DE) is the most accepted hypothesis to explain the current observations, and constitutes roughly $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$70\%$$\end{document}$ of the total matter content of the universe. However, so far there is no clear understanding of the true fundamental nature of DE. Indeed, the mysterious nature of dark energy is still among the long-standing problems in theoretical physics.

There are many dynamical models trying to explain the nature of DE \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. Among them, there is an attractive model which is inspired on the holographic principle rooted on quantum gravity \[[@CR7]--[@CR9]\]; it is the so called holographic dark energy \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\]. We next summarise the ideas behind this model. A well known fact is that the entropy of a given system with finite volume, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L^3$$\end{document}$, has an upper bound which is not proportional to its volume, but rather to its surface area, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L^2$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR12], [@CR13]\]. In addition, for an effective quantum field theory with a given ultra-violet (UV) cutoff, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M_{\text {UV}}$$\end{document}$, the entropy of that system scales as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L^3M^3_{\text {UV}}$$\end{document}$. Consequently, there is always a scale or a length where the quantum field theory with UV cutoff is expected to fail. This is expected to happen for large volumes or lengths. To solve this problem a link between UV and infrared (IR) cutoffs was proposed in \[[@CR9]\]: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L^3M^4_{\text {UV}}\lesssim L M_{ \mathrm {P}}^2.$$\end{document}$ By this mean the validity of the quantum field theory within this regime is assured. When the inequality is saturated, we can define an energy density which is inversely proportional to the square of the characteristic length of the system. These ideas have been applied to the universe giving rise to what is known as the holographic dark energy scenario \[[@CR10]\]. The appealing holographic Ricci dark energy (HRDE) model consists in taking the square of the length characterising the Universe, *L*, as the inverse of the Ricci scalar curvature \[[@CR14]\] (see also \[[@CR15]--[@CR21]\]).

It has been proven that the HRDE is suitable to describe the current acceleration of the universe as shown in \[[@CR14], [@CR22]--[@CR25]\] . It has been equally shown that this model might induce a big rip (BR) singularity \[[@CR14]\]; i.e., the scale factor, the Hubble parameter and its first cosmic time derivative reach very large values in a finite future cosmic time \[[@CR26]--[@CR28]\]. This model has been also constrained observationally \[[@CR29]\]. More recent observational constraints on the HRDE can be found in Refs. \[[@CR20], [@CR21], [@CR24], [@CR30], [@CR31]\] (cf. Ref. \[[@CR32]\] for an extended list of references on the HRDE scenario).

On this paper, we intend to see how the BR[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} present on the HRDE can be removed or appeased by the inclusion of interactions between cold dark matter (CDM) and the HRDE. An interaction on the dark sector and within the HRDE model has been previously analysed in \[[@CR19]--[@CR21], [@CR30], [@CR34]--[@CR36]\] where the main goal of these papers was to study the adequacy (from an observational point of view) of these models to describe the late time acceleration rather than analysing the asymptotic behaviour of the universe. On this work, we will carry a thorough analytical analysis of the HRDE when a CDM and DE, given through the HRDE, are interacting. The goal of this work is to identify those interactions that are able to remove or smooth the BR. It is worth mentioning that an interaction on the dark sector has been favoured observationally \[[@CR37], [@CR38]\] and has been shown to be extremely helpful to mitigate the coincidence problem (cf. the recent review \[[@CR39]\] on this topic).

The paper is organised as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we review the general setup of the HRDE model in a Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) background in presence of an interaction term between DM and DE. In Sect.  [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, we carry out a careful analysis of the asymptotic behaviour of the universe in this framework. Finally, in Sect. [4](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}, we present our conclusions.

General setup {#Sec2}
=============

We consider a spatially flat FLRW universe, filled with matter with the energy density $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho $$\end{document}$, whose evolution is described by the Friedmann equation:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} 3M_{\text {P}}^{2}H^{2}\ =\ \rho , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M_{\text {P}}$$\end{document}$ is the reduced Planck mass. We assume that the total energy density, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho $$\end{document}$, of the cosmic fluid is described through a CDM component with the energy density $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho _{\mathrm {m}}$$\end{document}$ and a HRDE component $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho _{\mathrm {H}}$$\end{document}$. The HRDE density is defined as \[[@CR14]\]$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \rho _{\mathrm {H}}\ =\ 3\beta M_{\text {P}}^{2}\left( \frac{1}{2}\frac{dH^{2}}{ dx}+2H^{2}\right) , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x \equiv \ln (a/a_0)$$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$ is a positive dimensionless parameter that measures the strength of the holographic component. From now on a zero subindex stands for quantities evaluated at present.

It is convenient to rewrite the Friedmann equation ([2.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) in terms of the dimensionless energy densities:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \Omega _{\mathrm {m}}&=\ \frac{\rho _{\mathrm {m}}}{3M_{\text {P} }^{2}H_{0}^{2}}, \nonumber \\ \Omega _{\mathrm {H}}&=\ \frac{\rho _{\mathrm {H}}}{3M_{\text {P} }^{2}H_{0}^{2}} =\beta \left( \dfrac{1}{2}\dfrac{dE^{2}}{dx}+2E^{2}\right) , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$E(z)=H/H_{0}$$\end{document}$. Therefore, Eq. ([2.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) becomes$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} E^{2}\ =\ \Omega _{\mathrm {m}}+\Omega _{\mathrm {H}}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$This equation constrains the cosmological parameters of the model at present time, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x=0$$\end{document}$, as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} 1=\Omega _{\mathrm {m}_{0}}+\Omega _{\mathrm {H}_{0}}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$in which the present value of the dimensionless Hubble rate *E* and its derivative with respect to *x* are governed by the following equations:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \left\{ \begin{array}{l} E(x=0)=1,\\ dE/dx|_{x=0}=-2+\frac{\Omega _{\mathrm {H}_{0}}}{\beta }\ . \end{array} \right. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$In addition, at present time, the deceleration parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q=-(1+\frac{1}{E} dE/dx)$$\end{document}$ reads,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} q_{0}=1-\frac{\Omega _{\mathrm {H}_{0}}}{\beta }\ , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$which must be negative (i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q_{0}<0$$\end{document}$) because the universe is accelerating currently. So that, the holographic parameter is constrained through the inequality$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} 0<\beta <\Omega _{\mathrm {H}_{0}}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$A characteristic of the HRDE model is that the energy density of any matter component is self-conserved. However, we will further assume in this model an interaction between the energy densities of CDM and the HRDE components. Therefore, the corresponding conservation equations read$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\dot{\rho }_{\mathrm {H}} + 3H(1+\omega _{\mathrm {H}})\rho _{\mathrm {H}} =-Q\ , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\dot{\rho }_{\mathrm {m}} + 3H\rho _{\mathrm {m}} = Q, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where the function *Q* denotes the interaction between the energy density of CDM and the holographic dark energy density components. Furthermore, positive *Q* represents energy transfer from CDM to DE, and vice versa for negative *Q*.

General equations in the presence of interaction {#Sec3}
------------------------------------------------

It is expected physically and also from Eqs. ([2.9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) and ([2.10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}) that the interaction is defined through the energy densities involved in the system, in particular *Q* should be a function of the energy densities of CDM and HRDE components multiplied by a quantity with the unit of inverse of time. For convenience, we choose the Hubble rate *H* as the characteristic magnitude with units of inverse of time, and hence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${Q=Q(H\rho _{\mathrm {m} },H\rho _{\mathrm {H}}, H\rho _{\mathrm {c}})}$$\end{document}$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho _{\mathrm {c}}=3M_P^2H_0^2$$\end{document}$ is the critical energy density. Since the value of the interaction parameter *Q* is small (cf. Ref. \[[@CR39]\]), a power law expansion of *Q* in terms of the energy densities of the system is doable. The first order terms of this interaction; i.e. linear interaction, corresponds to$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} Q\ \simeq \ \lambda _{\mathrm {m}}H\rho _{\mathrm {m}}+\lambda _{\mathrm {H}}H\rho _{ \mathrm {H}}+{\lambda _{\mathrm {c}}H\rho _{\mathrm {c}}}\ , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda _{\mathrm {c}}$$\end{document}$ are constants.

Substituting Eq. ([2.11](#Equ11){ref-type=""}) in Eq. ([2.10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}), and replacing the energy densities in terms of dimensionless parameters, the conservation equation ( [2.10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}) can be written as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \dfrac{d\Omega _{\mathrm {m}}}{dx}=-\Omega _{\mathrm {m}}\left( 3-\lambda _{ \mathrm {m}}+\lambda _{\mathrm {H}}\right) +\lambda _{\mathrm {H}}E^{2}+{\lambda _{\mathrm {c}}}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$On the other hand, the Friedmann equation ([2.4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) can be rewritten as a differential equation of the dimensionless Hubble rate *E* with respect to *x* as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \dfrac{dE^{2}}{dx}=2\left( \frac{1}{\beta }-2\right) E^{2}-\frac{2}{\beta } \Omega _{\mathrm {m}}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Notice that the equations ([2.12](#Equ12){ref-type=""}) and ([2.13](#Equ13){ref-type=""}) form a system of coupled equations. However, by differentiating both sides of Eq. ([2.13](#Equ13){ref-type=""}) with respect to *x*, and using Eq. ( [2.12](#Equ12){ref-type=""}), we obtain a second order differential equation for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$E^2$$\end{document}$:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \frac{d^{2}E^{2}}{dx^{2}}&= -{ 2\frac{\lambda _{\mathrm {c}}}{\beta }} + 2\left[ \frac{3}{\beta }- 6 + \left( 2-\frac{1}{\beta }\right) \lambda _{ \mathrm {m}} - 2\lambda _{\mathrm {H}}\right] E^{2} \nonumber \\&\quad + \left( \frac{2}{\beta }+\lambda _{\mathrm {m} }-\lambda _{\mathrm {H}}-7\right) \frac{dE^{2}}{dx} ~\cdot \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The total conservation law for the system is given by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\dot{\rho } +3H(\rho +\omega _{\mathrm {H}}\rho _{\mathrm {H}})=0$$\end{document}$ where the total energy density is given by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho =3M_{\text {P}}^2H_0^2E^2$$\end{document}$. The equation of state (EoS) for the HRDE is$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \omega _{\mathrm {H}}&=\ -\frac{1}{\Omega _{\mathrm {H}}}\left( E^2+\frac{1}{3} \frac{dE^2}{dx}\right) . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$This EoS can be rewritten by using Eqs. ([2.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""})-([2.4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \omega _{\mathrm {H}}&=\ \frac{1}{3}\left( \frac{\Omega _{\mathrm {m}}}{\Omega _{ \mathrm {H}}}+1-\frac{2}{\beta }\right) \nonumber \\&=\ \frac{1}{3}\left( \frac{E^{2}}{\Omega _{\mathrm {H}}}-\frac{2}{\beta } \right) . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Notice that Eq. ([2.16](#Equ16){ref-type=""}) is valid for any HRDE model where the total energy density of the universe is conserved.

In order to study the behaviour of the universe within the context of the HRDE, we will analyse the solutions of the differential equation ([2.14](#Equ14){ref-type=""}) which depend on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \beta $$\end{document}$ parameters. We remind that we are interested in analysing the phase space of the parameters of the model for which the universe has a smooth future behaviour.

Expected behaviour: general solutions {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------

The general solution of the equation ([2.14](#Equ14){ref-type=""}) can be written as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} E^{2}(x)\ =\ \mathbf {A}_{+}e^{\sigma _{+}x}+\mathbf {A}_{-}e^{\sigma _{-}x} + {\Lambda _{\mathrm {c}}}~, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {A}_{\pm }$$\end{document}$ being constants,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\Lambda _{\mathrm {c}}\ :=\ \frac{\lambda _{\mathrm {c}}}{3-6\beta +(2\beta -1)\lambda _{\mathrm {m}}-2\lambda _{\mathrm {H}}\beta }} ~, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$and$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\sigma _{\pm } := \sigma _{0}\pm \frac{\sqrt{\Delta }}{2\beta }, \nonumber \\&\mathrm {where} \quad \sigma _{0} = \frac{1}{2\beta }\big [2+(\lambda _{ \mathrm {m}}-\lambda _{\mathrm {H}}-7)\beta \big ]. \quad \quad \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \Delta = \left[ \Big (\lambda _{\mathrm {m}} + \lambda _{\mathrm {H}} + 1 -\frac{2 }{\beta }\Big )^2 - 4\lambda _{\mathrm {H}}(\lambda _{\mathrm {m}}+1)\right] \beta ^2. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$On the other hand, for the case in which $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma _0\ne 0$$\end{document}$, the solution for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} E^{2}(x)\ =\ (\mathbf {A}_{0}+\mathbf {A}_{1}x)e^{\sigma _{0}x}+{\Lambda _{\mathrm {c}}}~, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {A}_{1}$$\end{document}$ are constants. The Hubble rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$E^{2}$$\end{document}$ at the present time must satisfy the conditions of Eq. ([2.6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}), i.e., the constants $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Asymptotic behaviour and interaction effects {#Sec5}
============================================
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On the one hand, the latest observational data (e.g., Planck results \[[@CR3]\]), implies that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Let us now consider two particular classes of solutions for Eq. ([2.14](#Equ14){ref-type=""}). For one of these solutions, the right hand side of Eq. ([2.14](#Equ14){ref-type=""}) vanishes for any value of the scale factor. This corresponds to the solution ([2.21](#Equ21){ref-type=""}) for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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By applying the condition ([2.6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}), and using Eq. ([2.7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}), we obtain$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Likewise, the Hubble rate blows up in this case.

In order to better understand the behaviour of the Hubble rate ([3.12](#Equ38){ref-type=""}), it is convenient to write its solution in the following form:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Interacting HRDE model {#Sec8}
----------------------

In this section, and in order to illustrate our purpose, we consider an interacting HRDE model with only the arbitrary parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$-\frac{7}{4}$$\end{document}$ again. In fact, there is a symmetric evolution with respect to the source; i.e. the universe heads from a LB to a bounce and then back to a LB.

All the solutions we have analysed in Sect. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} are summarised in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

Summary and conclusions {#Sec11}
=======================

In this paper, we have considered a HRDE \[[@CR14]\], as the dark energy component of the universe, coupled to the CDM component of the universe. As it is well known, in the absence of interaction ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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On this work, we are interested in investigating whether or not different interactions between HRDE and CDM components of the universe could resolve or smoothen the BR singularity. We considered different interaction functions such as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the presence of the general function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For different choices of the interaction constants $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta >0$$\end{document}$ (cf. table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) lead to an asymptotic behaviour of the universe with: (i) a BR singularity, (ii) a Minkowski or (iii) a de Sitter state in the far future (see table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} for a summary of the late time behaviour of the different solutions).

In particular, we have shown that for proper combinations of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x\rightarrow -\infty $$\end{document}$, the Hubble rate diverges while its time derivative remains finite. This corresponds to a new abrupt event, which is smoother than the big bang singularity and happens in an infinite cosmic time. We have called it the "little sibling of the big bang" (LSBB).(ii)For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda _\mathrm{c}$$\end{document}$, represents a universe which starts its evolution from an infinite past with a LB, and afterwards it expands until it bounces at a finite time in the future, and then it recollapses again to a LB; or it can start from a bounce and heads to a little rip at an infinite cosmic time. For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda _\mathrm{c}>0$$\end{document}$, there is a unique Lorentzian solution that interpolate between two bounces.

These new types of abrupt events arise only when an interaction between HRDE and CDM is present. We have further shown that, under these conditions the HRDE may have a phantom like behaviour.

It is worth mentioning that the fate of the BR in the HRDE within a quantum cosmological formalism was analysed in \[[@CR33]\] and proven to be harmless once appropriate boundary conditions on the wave function of the universe are imposed.
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